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This invention relates, generally, to im
provements in sewing machines; and the time more particularly enumerated, will be
invention has reference, more particularly, clearly understood from the following de
to a novel construction of means adapted to tailed description of the same.

e invention is clearly illustrated in the
automatically start the movement of work
to the sewing mechanism of a sewing accompanying drawings, in which :— 1
igure 1 is a fragmentary transverse sec
machine at a desired time and in accordance
tion through a sewing machine head and
with predetermined conditions.

10

60

In the garment manufacturing industry, sewing table, showing in relation thereto, one
form of the novel work starting means which
rials are assembled by sewing machine op is the subject of this invention; Figure 2
erations, it frequently happens that one class is a side elevation of the same viewed at
of material is fed continuously through the right angles to the section of Figure 1;
machine and sewn to successively fed units and igure 3 is a fragmentary plan view,
as well as in other industries wherein mate

of other material; and in such operation it
is frequently necessary to so feed the units
of material that the continuously fed mate
rial will be assembled therewith in a certain
predetermined relation thereto. For ex
ample, when sewing hook or eye fastener

65

on an enlarged scale, of a portion of said 70

work starting means; Figures 4 and 5 are

fragmentary views similar to that of Figure‘

1, showing phases of the operation of said
work starting means.
Figure 6 is a detail view, showing. a

75

tape to the meeting edges of garments, the slightly modi?ed form of said work start
fastener tape is continuously fed through ing means.
Figure 7 is a fragmentary transverse end
the machine, and the garment units succes
sively fed with the continuously moving elevation, having portions in section, of a

5 tape past the sewing mechanism, to thus modi?ed form and arrangement of the work
sew the latter to the former. Under such

circumstances, it is necessary that each gar

30

starting means, which embodies, however,
the general principles of this invention;

ment unit be fed into engagement with the Figure 8 is a side elevation of the same; and
sewing mechanism at the proper moment to Figure 9 is a fragmentary plan view of the
assure the desired predetermined relation
Figure 10 is a detail view showing a still
and position of the tape and its spaced
same.

.
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fasteners to the garment meeting edge and further modi?cation of certain' features of
between the top and bottom edges of the the work starting means.
garment.

To carry on such operations with

Similar characters of reference are em

ployed in all of the hereinabove described 90
avoid errors resulting in the spoiling of views, to indicate corresponding parts.
Referring now to said drawings, the refer- '
work, requires considerable skill upon the
ence
character 10 indicates the sewing table
part of the operator, and consequently in

35 a minimum amount of waste and so as to

40

volves the employment of relatively highly - or base of any suitable or desired type of

paid workers. Even with skilled operators, sewing machine, above which is spaced the
trained to high speed production, errors are sewing machine head 11, through which ex
frequently made resulting in loss of time tends the main shaft 12 by which the sew
and material, and adding to the expense of ing mechanism per se is actuated. Said
production. It is, therefore, the principal sewing mechanism may include the presser
object of this invention to provide a means foot 13, sewing needle 14 and feed dog 15

for automatically starting each successive usual to sewing machines, or any other de
unit of work to the sewing mechanism at sired known type and arrangement of sew
the proper moment following the sewing op ing mechanism elements.
eration on a preceding unit, to the end that

95
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The novel work starting means is mounted

accuracy in assembling materials in desired on the sewing table or base 10 in advance
predetermined relations without waste or of the sewing mechanism, and, in the form
loss of time, and without necessity for the and arrangement thereof shown in Figures
employment of especially skilled labor, may 1 to 5 inclusive, comprises a releaseable stop

105

be attained, thereby increasing production means, controlling devices for automatically
and lowering the cost of the ?nished work. operating said stop means, and an auxiliary
Other objects of this invention, not at this work advancing or propelling means. Se
cured on said sewing table or base 10 is a

110

'
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bearing block 16 in which is journaled a
rock-shaft 17, on one end of which is ?xed
a stop-?nger 18, the body of which is up
Cl

0

presser~arm 25 and its rock shaft 24 and
‘control lever 29, the tension of which tends
to move said presser-arm 25 toward the sew

ing table or base 10 and the control lever
wardly arched, with its free end directed ‘29
into engagement with an actuating means
downwardly toward the surface of the sew

ing table or base 10; said free end being when the same is released from the restraint
said detent arm 30.
preferably provided with a lateral exten of The
means for actuating said control arm
sion 19 which is alined with the sewing 29 comprises
a cam wheel 38 provided with
mechanism so as to extend transversely a peripheral flange
39 and an internal cam~
10 across the path of movement of the work member 110, the main portion of which is
thereto. The hub of said stop-?nder 18 is concentric to said ?ange 3%) so as to provide a
provided with a rearwardly projecting tail raceway 41 intermediate the former and the
piece 20 for purposes subsequently set forth. latter. Said cam-member is provided with
Fixed to the opposite end of said rock-shaft an eccentric cam nosing 112 which projects S0
17 is an upwardly extending lever-arm 21; laterally outward to the periphery of said
a suitably anchored pull spring 22 being cam-wheel 38. Said ?ange 39 is discon
connected with said lever-arm 21 to normally tinuous
adjacent to said cam nosing 42 to
swing the same in a direction to move the provide an entrance opening 43 on one side
free end of the stop-?nger .18 toward the of the latter leading into said raceway 4:1
20 sewing table or base 10.
and an exit opening 411 on the opposite side
Mounted on said sewing table or base 10, thereof leading out of said raceway. Said
in transverse relation thereto, is a bearing cam-wheel 38 may be driven from the main
member 23 in which is journaled a rock shaft 12 of the sewing machine, and at a
shaft 24:. Fixed on one end of said rock desired speed ratio relative thereto, by suit 90
shaft 24: is a presser-arm 25, which extends able intermediate transmission means, such,
forwardly beneath the arched stop-?nger 18, for example, as the transmission gearing 45
so that its free end overhangs the path of
in Figure 1.
movement of the material fed to the sewing shown
The lever arm 21 associated with said
mechanism of the machine. Rotatably stop-?nger
18 operates a suitable circuit 95
30 mounted on the free end of said presser
make and break device adapted to control.
arm 25 is an anti-friction roller 26 of suit the delivery of energizing electric current at
able shape. Said Presser-arm 25 is further proper times to the electro-magnet 32. Said
provided with a lateral trip-arm which over make and break device comprises a suitable

hangs the tail-piece 20 of said stop-?nger support 46, preferably of insulation material,
18'; the free end portion of said trip-arm 27 which is attached to the sewing machine head
having adjustably related thereto a trip 11 so as to be disposed adjacent to the free

stud 28 to engage said tail-piece 20 and de end of said lever arm 21. Mounted on said
press the same to thereby swing upward or support is a resilient or flexible contact ?nger
release the stop-?nger 18 atlproper times. or brush 47, the free end of which is nor

45

Fixed to the opposite end of said rock-shaft mally spaced from a stationary contact point
211 is a control lever 29 for producing prop 48 also carried by said support 416.
aid
erly timed movements of said presser-arm ?nger or brush a7 is connected by suitable
25. Said control lever 29 is normally held ircuit connections, indicated at 119 by dotted
inactive by a pivoted detent arm 30, the nos lines in Figure 1, with one pole of said elec
ing 31 of which is normally engaged over tro-magnet 32, while the contact point ‘13 is
the extremity of said control lever, said ex connected, through a suitable source of elec

tremity being suitably shaped ‘to receive such trical energy, such as a battery 50, by suit
engagement. Means are provided for re

able circuit connections, indicated at T1 by

tracting said detent arm 30 to at roper dotted lines in Figure 1, with the opposite
times release said control lever 29 or ac pole of said electro-magnet. The free end
tuation. This means, in one form, as illus of said lever arm 21 normally on" _e the

trated in the drawings, comprises an electro

?nger or brsuh 47 ; and, if desired,
magnet 32, suitably supported by brackets contact
said lever arm may be provided with an

55

33 from the base 10, and so that its core 34 abutment 52 of insulation material,
To illustrate the manner in which tr e

is opposed to the detent arm 30,. which func

tions 1n connection therewith as an arma- >

novel work starting means functions, it
a sewing
assumed
machine
that the
arranged
same istoasrociated
assemble he l
the leaf-spring 35 which is ?xed on an ad be
_'acent bracket 33, by its tension serves to or eye fastener tape with the meeting edge

ture. A spring means, such, for example, as

yieldably hold the detent arm in operative
position relative to the control lever; such
position being determined by a suitably sup
ported adjustable stop-screw 36, as shown in
Figure 2 of the drawings. Another spring

65

means 37 is provided in connection with the

portions of garment units. Such fastener
tape is usually fed from a roll to pass con

tinuously through the'sewing machine, and
the garment units are successively fed in

proper relation to the continuously moving

1,724,681
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fastener tape, so that the latter will be sewn

to the former and thus operatively assembled contact point 48 (as shown in Figure 4).

therewit . In carrying on such operations, The electric circuit serving the electro

it is essential that each succeeding garment magnet 32 being thus closed, the latter is

unit be started at a proper time toward the energized, and forthwith exerts a magnetic

sewing mechanism of the machine, so that attraction upon the detent arm 30 operating
the tape will be so related to the garment to retract the same from restraining relation
edge as to assure the proper positioning of to the control arm 29. The control lever
the spaced fastener elements carried by the being thus freed, it will be moved by the

tape, and especially so that the uppermost tension of the spring means 37, so that an
fastener element will be properly spaced or anti-friction roller 29’ which projects later
positioned relative to the upper end of the ally from the end of said control lever, will
garment unit. Assuming, for example, that move into engagement with the external
the fastener elements of the tape are spaced periphery of said cam-wheel ?ange 39.
one inch apart, that the sewing mechanism uring these operations, the succeeding gar~
produces thirty stitches to the inch, and that ment unit G’ is still restrained from forward
it is desired to space the uppermost fastener movement or shifting by its engagement
element from the top edge of the garment wit-h the lowered stop-?nger 18. Since it is

at a distance of one-half inch. Under such desired not to release and initiate the suc
circumstances, the cam—wheel 38 is so geared ceeding garment unit G’ for forward move
relative to the main shaft 12 as to make one ment until the tape T is so positioned rel
revolution to thirty revolutions of the latter. ative thereto that a fastener element is posi

85

he fastener tape, indicated by the reference tioned the desired one~half inch distant from
character T in the drawings is introduced the leading or upper edge of said succeeding
: beneath the presser foot 13 of the sewing garment unit G’, the setting of the cam
mechanism, and the initial garment unit G wheel 38 is such, and its ratio of rotation
is applied to or over the tape so that its relative to the operative feeding or stitch
upper edge is properly spaced one-half inch producing movement of the sewing mecha
above a fastener element, thus making ready nism, that the control arm 29 is held against
to start sewing operations. The initial operative movement by the riding of its
garment unit G is passed under the stop roller 29’ on the external periphery of said
?nger 18, so that the free end of the latter cam-wheel ?ange 39 until the tape T has
rides on the garment unit material. “Then progressed far enough to bring a fastener
' the stop-? nger is so positioned the lever-arm element into such desired relation. By the

35

21 will be disposed in a normal initial posi time a fastener element of the tape is so posi
tion, as shown in Figure 1, and the make and tioned, however, the cam-wheel 38 has ro
break device including the contact ?nger 41 tated a su?icient distance to bring the
and contact point 48 will be in normal circuit entrance opening 43 of the raceway 41 op
interrupting position. The sewing machine posite the roller 29', so that the latter drops
being now put in operation, the tape T and into said raceway, and thereby permits an
initial garment unit G will be fed together operative swinging movement of said con—
past the sewing mechanism which operates trol arm 29, which is transmitted through

90
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to sew the same together. Before the initial the rock-shaft 24 to the presser-arm 25 to
cause a downward swinging movement of the

45

60

garment unit G passes entirely through the
sewing mechanism, the operator inserts a
succeeding garment unit G’ over the initial
garment unit G, with its upper end posi
tioned and stopped against the stop-?nger
18, as shown in Figure 1 of the draw

ings. The stop-?nger 18 holds said succeed
ing garment unit G’ against forward move

latter. Such'movement of the presser-arm
25 depresses its roller 26 into engagement

with the succeeding garment unit G’, to
thereby frictionally engage the latter with
the underlying tape T for accompanying
forward movement therewith. Simultane
ously with the depressing of the roller 26,

ment or shifting, while the initial garment the downward movement of the presser-arm
unit G and tape T move on through the sew 25 also carries downward the trip-arm 27,
ing mechanism. As the rearward end of the so that its stud 28 moves into depressing en

110

115

initial garment unit G passes from beneath gagement with the tail-piece 20 of the stop

the stop-?nger 18, the latter will move or ?nger 18, to thereby immediately swing up
swing downward for a distance equivalent to ward the latter out of the_path of the for
the thickness of the garment unit. This wardly moving succeeding garment unit G’.

120

slight downward swinging movement of the The upward swinging movement of the stop
stop-?nger 18 is transmitted through the ?nger 18 rocks the rock-shaft 17 to swing
rock-shaft 17 to the lever arm 21, thereby back the lever arm 21, thereby permitting

producing a forward swinging movement of~ the separation of the contact ?nger 47 and
the latter to thus cause its upper end to contact point 48, so that the circuit serving

press forward the resilient contact ?nger the electro-magnet 32 is interrupted, and the
47 into circuit closing engagement with the latter de-energized so as to release the detent
arm 30 which resumes normal initial posi

130
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providesa modi?ed arrangement and opera

tion. In the meantime, the cam-wheel 38 tion of the cam-wheel device for EtCtLlZl-tlll"D
continues its rotation so that the roller 29’ tie control arm 29. The cam-wheel device
of the control arm 29 rides around the race is suitably supported for intermittent rota
way 41, thus keeping the roller 26 in oper tion, and comprises a cam-wheel 5st provided
ative engagement with the garment Gr’ until with a peripheral ?ange 54:’ and an internal
it passes beneath the presser-toot 13 ot the cam—member 55, the
portion ‘of which

sewing mechanism, by which time the cam~ is concentric to said ?ange 5e’ so as to pro
nosing 42 reaches the roller 29’ and guides vide a raceway 56 intermediate the Jformer
the same outwardly through the exit open
ing 44, while at the same time swinging back
the control arm 29 to normal initial posi
tion and returned to normal engagement
with the detent arm 30. This latter move
ment of the control arm 29 raises the presser

and the latter. Said cam-member is pro
vided with‘ an eccentric cam-nosing 57 which

projects laterally outward to the periphery
of said cam-wheel 54c. Said flange 51's’ is
discontinuous adjacent to said cam-nosing

5'? to provide an entrance opening 58 on one
arm 25, its roller 26 and trip arm 27 back side of the latter leading into said raceway

80

to normal initial positions, thus releasing the 56 and
exit opening 59 on the opposite
stop-?nger 18 so that the same moves down side thereof leading out of said raceway.
to engagement with the garment G’, and in Said cam-wheel 54c is provided with a belt

position so that the operator may insert pnlley 60 by means of which it may be ro
another garment unit into stopped relation
at proper times from any suitable
thereto ready for a repetition of the above tated
ource of power. Formed in the circumfer

20

described automatic starting operations.

en mi face of said cam-wheel 54} is a notch
rElie detent arm 30 and its actuating
able to provide auxiliary feeding means to 61.
electro-magnet
32 are so positioned relative
cooperate withthe depressed roller 26 of the to said cam~wheel
that the nosing 31 of
presser-arm 25. In Figure 6 I have shown said detent arm 305%normally
said
such auxiliary feeding means in the form of notch 61 to normally restrainengages
said
cam
a roller 53 which may be suitably rotated
from rotation, so that the same is held
or driven by suitable connection with the wheel
initially
inactive. The control arm 29 is so
transmission means of the sewing machine.

in some classes of work it

be desir

that its roller 29’ is opposed to the
This roller 53 is arranged in the sewing table disposed
peripheral
flange 5%’ of said cam-wheel 5%.
or base 10 so as to be located beneath the
which
goods ted over the same to the sewing mech A modi?ed form of pressure spring
29 and the '
cooperates
with
said
control
arm
anism, and so as to be aligned beneath the parts associated therewith is shown in Fig
’ roller 26 of the presser arm 25.
It will be understood7 that the ratio of‘. re ure 8, the same being indicated by the refer
tation of the cam-wheel 38 relative to the ence character 37’.
Connectec with said sewing table or base
operation of the sewing mechanism may be
‘10
is a tape guide plate 62, above which is
more or less varied to correspond to the de
4.0

50

60

10C

a garment supporting plate 63, the latter
sired timing of the starting movement of being
cut away, as at 64, to permit the tape
the work to the sewing mechanism, and to traveling
through the guide plate 62 to pass
correspond to the desired relation of as beneath and into engagement with the gar
sembled parts of the work to be attained. ment as such elements move toward the sew
In Figures 7 to 9 inclusive, I have shown ing mechanism of the machine. Situated
a somewhat modi?ed construction of my between said guide plate 62 and supporting
novel automatic work starting means, which plate 63, and offset from the path of move

involves more especially an arrangement of ment of a ‘fastener tape T over said guide
actuating means for controlling the starting
is a suitably'?xed bearing block 65 in
movement of the work in connection with plate,
which
transversely journaled a fulcrum
continuously ted hook or eye fastener tape. spindleis 66.
to one end of said
In this construction, the general arrange spindle 66 is aSecured
lever
linger
67, the free end
ment of the stop-?nger 18 with its lever arm of which. rides in contact with
a fastener
21 operating a make and break device in tape T passing over said guide plate
62, and
cluding the ?exible contact ?nger Q7 and so as to be operatively engaged by the
stationary contact point 48, together with teners 7” carried by said tape. Fixed on tas
the
the Presser-arm 25 and its roller 26 and con opposite end of said spindle 66 is a lever
trol arm 29, is substantially the same as al— arm 68 which extends inwardly over the

ready above described, as will be apparent sewing table or base 10. The lever arm 68
from the application to the detail parts operates a secondary make and break de
thereof of corresponding reference charac
which comprises a suitable support 69,
ter The modi?ed structure, however, in vice,
preferably
of insulation material, mounted
cludes a secondary circuit make andv break

on the sewing table or base 10 adjacent to
means in series with the make and break de— the
tree end of said lever arm 68. Mounted
vices 47 and 4-8, which control the circuit

65

serving the electro-magnet 32; and further on said support 69 is a resilient or flexible

ll
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contact ?nger or brush 70, the free end of
which is normally spaced above a stationary tract the detent-arm 30 to withdraw its
contact member 71 also carried by said sup nosing 31 from the notch 61. thus releasing

port 69. The free end of said ?exible con said cam-wheel for rotation. The roller 29'
tact ?nger or brush 70 extends under the of the control arm 29 is normally at rest
free end of said lever arm 68 so as to be

engageable thereby, the latter being provid
10

against the end of the cam-nosing 57, until

70

the rotation of the cam-Wheel is initiated,
whereupon it drops into the racewa 56 in
which it rides until discharged there rom by
the operation of the cam-nosing 57. The

ed, if desired, with an abutment piece 72
made of insulating material. As shown by
dotted lines in Figure 7, the electric circuit
serving the electro-magnet 32 is established movement of the control arm upon entering

75

from any suitable source of electric energy, the raceway causes the depression of the
as e. g. the battery 73, through the circuit presser-arm 25 and its roller 26, and the Sim?

wires 74: arranged to connect the respective ultaneous lifting of the stop-?nger 18 and
“ make and break devices 47 and 48 and 70

and 71 in series.

consequent interruption of the make 'and

break devices 47 and/18 upon the accom

In the operation of the above described panying backward swinging of the lever
modi?ed form of my novel Work starting arm 21, ‘all substantially in the same manner
means, the fastener tape T is continuously as already above described, and so that at the

80

fed through the guide-plate 62 and over the proper moment the succeeding garment unit
sewing table or base 10 to the sewing mech G’ is started toward and delivered to the
anism of the machine together with an ini sewing mechanism of the machine in desired

tial garment unit G, the stop-?nger being accompanying relation to the fastener tape
. The breaking of the circuit at 47 and 48
de-energizes
the electro-magnet 32 before the
ready above described. Before the comple
lowered upon the initial garment G as al

40

tion of sewing operations which unite tape cam~wheel 54 completes its rotation, and con_ 90
T and initial garment unit G, the operator sequently the detent-arm 30 moves under the
inserts a succeeding garment unit G’ into urge of its spring toward the cam-wheel 54,
stopped relation to the stop-?nger 18. As the with its nosing 31 riding on the periphery
rearward end of the initial garment unit G of the latter. By the time the cam—wheel 54
passes from beneath the stop-?nger 18, the completes its rotation, the control lever 29 is 95
latter will move or swing downward, there returned to normal initial position, and the
by rocking the rock shaft 17 to swing the notch 61 is brought into engagement with
lever arm 21 into circuit closing relation to theydetent-arm nosing 31, whereby the cam—
the make and break devices 47 and 48. Since, wheel rotation is arrested, and all the parts
however, the make and break devices 7O and of the starting means have been caused to re 100
71 are in series with the make and break de sume' normal initial positions, ready for a
vices 47 and 48 the circuit through the elec repetition of the above described operations
tro-magnet 32 is not completed until they with relation to a following garment unit;
It will be apparent that the general prin
also are closed. The closing of said devices

7 0 and 71 is controlled by the movement of a ciples of my novel Work starting means ‘as

105

continuously forward, the lever ?nger 67 from the provision of the auxiliary or sec
may be made of proper length so that, after ondary make and break device adapted to
the initial garment unit G passes from be be operated by the fastener tape, the only
neath the stop-?nger 18, the succeeding gar difference between the two forms‘is that in

110

fastener f beneath the lever ?nger 67. Since applied in the hereinabove ?rst described
the fasteners f of the tape T are uniformly construction are also embodied in the above
spaced apart, and since the tape T moves described modi?ed form thereof. Aside

ment unit G’ will be still held in stopped re

lation until a fastener f is carried by the

moving tape to proper spaced relation from
ii

the ?rst described construction the calm

wheel is continuously driven and the control
arm held in arrested position by the detent
arm, whereas in the second described cons
struction, the cam~wheel is controlled by the

115

the leading end of the succeeding garment
unit G’, at which time a fastener F will have
moved under and raised the lever ?nger 67. detent-arm so as to be subject to intermittent
The raising of the lever ?nger 67 swings rotation in actuating relation to the control _
downward the lever arm 68, thereby moving
It is not essential in every'caseto employ
contact member 70 into circuit closing en
the
presser roll 26 to move thesucceeding
gagement with the contact member, and thus
entirely closing the circuit through the elec Work to the sewing mechanism, and this in
arm.

tro-magnet 32.

The cam-wheel .54: is nor

>

vention in its broader aspects embraces a‘

simpli?ed arrangement which is shown in
mally held against rotation by the detent Figure
10 of the drawings. In this em‘
arm 30, its drive belt (not shown) slipping bodiment
the invention, the stop-?nger 18
on its pulley 60 under such circumstances; is providedof on
the rearward side of its free
when,'however, the electro-magnet 32 is en end
portion,
and
off-set‘or spaced upwardly
ergized, its attractive force is'exerted to re
from its extremity, with a stop-shoulder 18 .

125
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means, and means operated by the
The means for lifting or tripping the stop vancing
passing
of, said advancing unit of work
?nger v18 to free a succeeding garment unit

6

from beneath said stop-?nger for initiating

G’ - for starting movement may be the‘ same the operation of said actuating means.

as already above described. \Vhen employ
3. In combination with a sewing machine
‘ing this modi?ed form of stop-?nger 18, for successively stitching units of work to
and the presser roller 26 is omitted, the stop material continuously moving through said

?nger is located close to the needle 14: of the machine, av work starting mechanism, com
sewing mechanism and the presser foot 13 is prising a movable stop adjacent to the sew
foreshortened as shown. In operation the ing mechanism of the machine, said stop be
vsucceeding garment unit G’ is inserted ing positioned over an advancing unit of
against the stop-?nger, and pushed forward
so as to arrest movement of a succeed
to cause its leading end-portion to slightly work
ing unit of work, means for frictionally
upturn against the same as limited by con pressing said succeeding unit of work against
tact with the stop'shoulde-r 18’ as shown in the continuously moving material to advance
Figure 1.0. When in the operation of the the same with the latter to the sewing mecha
device the stop-?nger 18 is raised out of the nism, and means for simultaneously releas
ath of movement of the garment unit G’, ing said stop when said latter means is

80

the upturned end ‘of the latter will drop

down so :as to be engaged by the needle 14 actuated.
4:. In combination with a sewing machine

85

and then passed between presser-iioot 13 and for successively stitching units of work to
feed‘ dog 15 as the unit G’ moves forward material continuously moving through said
with the tape T and thus is immediately
machine, a work starting mechanism, com
started through the sewing mechanism.
a movable stop adjacent to the sew
It will be understood that various changes prising
ing
mechanism
the machine, said stop
in arrangement and in detail construction of being positioned of
over
an advancing unit of
the parts and devices making up my novel work so as to arrest movement
a succeed
automatic work starting means, other than ing unit of work, means foroffrictionally
those already above indicated may be made pressing said succeeding unit of work against
within ‘the general principles of this inven the continuously moving material to advance

20

30

35

90

tion; and it will also be understood that the the same with the latter to the sewing mecha
invention is not limited for use in connec nism, means for simultaneously releasing
tion with any p articular style of sewing ma said
stop when said latter means is actuated,
chine or ‘like mechanism. Generally speak and means
for timing the release of said stop
ing, it is to be understood the invention is and the advance
of said succeeding unit of
not limited to any specific form or adapta
tion except in so far as such limitations are
5. In combination with a sewing machine
speci?ed in the claims.
.
for
successively stitching units of work to
Having thus described my invention, I material
continuously moving through said
claim:—
machine,
a work starting mechanism, com
1. In a work starting mechanism for sew_
prising
a
movable stop-?nger'yieldably en’
ing machines, a movable stop-?nger posi gageable with
a preceding unit of work ad
.tioned over and engaged with a unit of work
work. '

101i

,

105

vancing through the sewing mechanism of
advancing through the sewing mechanism the
machine so as to arrest movement of a
of the machine so as to arrest movement of a

succeed-ing unit of work, a presser-arm en—
succeeding unit of work overlaid upon'said gageable
with the succeeding unit of work
advancing unit of work, means for raising

said stop-?nger out of the path of said suc
ceeding unit of work, means for actuating
said stop-?nger raising means, and means

to frictionally press the same against the
continuously moving material to advance the

controlled by the release of said stop-?nger
by the passing of said advancing unit of
work from beneath the same for initiating
the operation of said actuating means.

of said succeeding unit of work when said

same with the latter, means to simultane

ously raise said stop-?nger out of the path
presser-a-rm is actuated, and means to cause
properly timed actuation of said pressor'ar‘ ~

after said preceding unit of work passes
from
beneath said stop-?nger.
ing machines, a movable stop-?nger posi
6.
In
combination with a sewing machine
tioned. over and engaged with a unit of work for successively
stitching units of work to
advancing through'the sewing mechanism of
2.. In a work starting mechanism for sew
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the machine so as to arrest movement of a
to

'

succeeding unit of work overlaid upon said
advancing unit of work, means for raising
said stop-?nger from the path of said suc
ceeding unit of 'work and at the same time

material continuously moving through said
machine, a work starting mechanism, com

prising'a movable stop-?nger yieldably en
gageable with a preceding unit of work ad

vancing through the sewing‘mechanism of

advancing the latter toward the sewing the machine so as to arrest movement of a

unit of ‘work, a presser-arm en~
mechanism of the machine, means for actuat~ succeeding
gageab'le with the suceeding unit of work to

ing said stop-?nger releasing and work ad
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frictionally' press the same against the con

tinuously moving material to advance the erated by a preliminary movement of said
same with the latter, means to simultaneously stop-?nger produced by the passing of said

raise said stop~?nger out of the path of said preceding unit of work from beneath the
succeeding unit of work when said presser
In a work starting mechanism for sew~
arm is actuated, means for actuating said
a movable stop-?nger yield
presser-arm, a detent for normally holding ably machines,
engageable
with an initial unit of work
said presser-arm actuating means inactive,
and means to release said detent operative

upon the advance of said preceding unit of

work beyond said stop—?nger.

15

advancing through the sewing mechanism
the machine so as to arrest movement of

succeeding unit of work, means for ad

7. In combination with a sewing machine vancing said succeeding unit of work and
‘for successively stitching units of work to simultaneously r ising said stop-?nger out
of its path of movement to start the same
material continuously moving through said through
the sewing mechanism of the ma
machine, a work starting mechanism, com
prising a movable stop-?nger yieldably en chine, means for actuating said latter means,
gageable with a preceding unit of work ad a detent for normally holding said actuating
inactive, and means to release said
vancing through the sewing mechanism of means
detent
operative upon the passing of said
the machine so as to arrest movement of a

succeeding unit of work, a presser-arm en-v initial unit of work beyond said stop-?nger.
11. In a work starting mechanism for sew
gageable with the succeeding unit of work
ing
machines, a movable stop-finger yield~
to frlctionally press the same against the

‘continuously moving material to advance the ablyengageable with a preceding unit of
same with the latter, means to simultaneous w r: advancing through the sewing mecha
ly raise said stop-?nger out of the path of nism of the machine so as to arrest move
said succeeding unit of work when said ment of a succeeding unit of work, means
presser-arm is actuated, means for actuating for advancing said succeeding unit of work

said presser-arm, a detent for normally hold

90

and simultaneously raising said stop-?nger

ing said presser-arm actuating means inac out of its path of movement to start the
tive, an electro—magnetic means for releasing same through the sewing mechanism of the
said detent, a normally open electric circuit machine, means for actuating said latter
a detent for normally holding said
serving said electro-magnetic means, and means,
actuating
means inactive, an electro-mag
means adapted to close said circuit operated
netic means for releasing said detent, a nor
by
a
preliminary
movement
of
said
stop
C10 Cal
?nger produced by the passing or" said pre mally open electric circuit serving said elec
ceding unit of work from beneath the same. tro-magnetic means, and means adapted to 100
8. In a work starting mechanism for sew— close said circuit operated by a preliminary
movement of said stop-?nger produced by
ing machines, a movable stop-?nger yield the
of said preceding unit of work
ably engageable with a preceding unit 01'‘ frompassing
beneath the same.
40
work advancing through the sewing niecha- , 12. In combination with
a sewing machine 105
nism of the machine so as to arrest move
ment of a succeeding unit of work, means to for successively stitching units of work to
raise said stop-?nger out of the path of said material continuously moving through said
succeeding unit of work to permit its ad machine, a work starting mechanism, com
prising means for frictionally pressing a suc
vance to the sewing mechanism, means for ceeding
unit of work against the continuously 110
actuating said stop-?nger raising means, a
material to advance the same with
detent for normally holding said actuating moving
the
latter
to the sewing mechanism of the
means inactive, and means to release said
detent opertive upon advance of said preced machine after a preceding unit of Work is
substantially completed, means for actuating
ing unit of work beyond said stop-linger,
said
pressing means, a detent for normally
9. In a work starting mechanism for sew

said actuating means inactive, and
ing machines, a movable stop-?nger yielda holding
electromagnetic
means to release said detent
bly engageable with a preceding unit of work

advancing through the sewing mechanism of

means.

13. In a work starting mechanism for sew

the machine so as to arrest movement of a
succeeding unit of work, means to raise said ing machines operative to stitch to a con
stop?nger out of the path of said succeed— tinuously moving fastener tape successive

ing unit of work to permit its advance to garment units, a movable stop-?nger yield
ably engageable with a preceding garment
the sewing mechanism, means for actuating unit
through the sewing mecha
said stop-finger raising means, a detent for nism advancing
of the machine and adapted to arrest
normally holding said actuating means inac movement
of a succeeding garment unit,
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tive, an electro-magnetic means for releas~

means to raise said stop-?nger out of the
ing said detent, a normally open electric cir path
of said succeeding garment unit to per
cuit serving said electro-magnetic means,
and means adapted to close said circuit op mit its advance to said sewing mechanism,
means for actuating said stop-?nger raising

130
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1512mm
press the same against said eontinuonsly

means, a detent for normally holding said moving tape to advance the same with the
actuating means inactive, an electromagnetic
to the sewing mechanism of the ma?
means for releasing said detent, an electric latter
chine,
means to simultaneously raise said
circuit serving said electromagnetic means,

CO 0

stop-?nger out ‘of the path of, said sueeeed
actuated,
garment
means
unitfor
when
actuating
said Presser-arm
said presser
nected in series in said circuit, means adapt ing
a pair of circuit make and break devices con

1 ,

5

ed to close one of said make and break de arm, a detent for normally holding said ace

35

the same, and means adapted to subsequently a pair of circuit make and break devices con
close the other said make and break device nected in series in said circuit, means adapt
operated by the movement of said'fastener
tape to thereby start said succeeding gar ed to close one of said make ‘and break Cle~

40

vices operated by a preliminary movement tuating means inactive, an electrormagnetic
of said stop-?nger produced by the passing means for releasing said detent, an eleetro
of said preceding garment unit from beneath circuit serving said electro-magnetic means,

operated by a preliminary movement
ment unit in desired predetermined relation vices
of said stop-?nger produced by the passing
to said fastener tape.
of said initial garment unit from beneath
1%. In a Work starting mechanism for the
and means adapted to subsequently
sweing'machines operative to stitch to a closesame,
the
other said make and break device
continuously moving fastener tape succes operated by
the movement of said fastener
sive garment units, a movable stop-?nger tape to thereby
said succeeding garment
yieldably engageable with a preceding gar unit in desiredstart
predetermined
"relation to
ment unit advancing through the sewing
said
fastener
tape.
‘mechanism of the machine and adapted to
testimony, that I claim the invention
arrest movement of a succeeding garment setInforth
I have hereunto set my hand
unit to prevent its advance to said sewing this 12th above
day of August, 1926.
mechanism, a presser arm engageable with

the succeeding garment unit to frictionally

LEO ROSEMAN.
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